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Introduction
2017/18 has been a successful year for skiing and snowboarding as well as a period of change for
Snowsport England. We have seen fantastic achievements with athletes at both the Winter Olympic
and Paralympic games as well as many younger English athletes developing well and providing the
next generation of athletes onto British Ski and Snowboard pathways.
We have restructured our staff roles and refocused due to the change in the Sport England funding,
with the focus moving from general growth in participation to the core market. I hope that members,
clubs and regions will see the changes as positive and work with us to help promote, develop and
celebrate skiing and snowboarding.
This report will show what has been achieved over the year and set out our progress against our 201721 strategy. We believe Snowsport England is in a strong position moving into 2018/19.

2017/18 Summary Overview
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Best Winter Olympic results ever for skiing and snowboarding with 2 bronze medals from
Isabel Atkin and Billy Morgan
Best Paralympic results ever with 7 medals from the Menna Fitzpatrick and Jennifer Kehoe,
Millie Knight and Bret Wild
Successful English Freestyle Ski and Snowboard Championships
English Alpine Championships continued to grow and be seen as the most popular Alpine
event of the winter
Confirmation of compliance with the UK Governance code for Sport
Implementation of new Sport England funding and restructuring to comply
Continued development of National Schools Snowsport Week (NSSW) campaign
Continued success of GO SKI GO BOARD and 30 days of Snowsport
Great progress made on securing new partners and increasing commercial income

Chairs Foreword – Jamie Horner
We have enjoyed a very exciting year with skiing and snowboarding firmly in the public eye, and Team
GB enjoying great and varied success at the XXIII Olympic Winter Games in PyeongChang.
The outstanding strength and depth of the next generation of Olympic hopefuls was highlighted in the
record entry for our English Championships in Bormio, which once again exceeded all expectations.
The dedication and commitment of the organising committee, volunteers and athletes and their
families is, of course, crucial to the success of the Championships and cannot be applauded highly
enough.
Snowsport England’s Go Ski Go Board and PyeongChang to Piste campaigns have been well executed
and strongly supported and have seen the reach of our sport extended to a wider audience. We have
a diverse membership of individuals, clubs and organisations, as has been reinforced to me courtesy
of our Club Calls over the past year, but we need to continue to strive to extend the benefits of our
sport as widely as possible. Ensuring the future diversity of our sport along with maintaining a solid
funding stream remain our biggest challenges.
The Snowsport England Board plays a crucial role in ensuring that our strategy continues to be
delivered effectively and in full compliance with all of Sport England's requirements. After the 2018
AGM, three of our directors will be retiring as part of our director rotation. I would like to express my
personal thanks to Bryan Thomas, Alison Eyre and Stuart Maclean for the invaluable contribution that
they have all made during their time in office. Bryan, our retiring finance director, deserves special
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mention as he has frequently gone above and beyond in his support of the Chair, CEO, Board and
Operations Team, especially during our recent period of transition.
In the past year, our Operations Team have renewed partnerships with existing partners and forged
exciting new links too. Our recent partnerships with Swiss Tourism and Interski being worthy of special
mention. We are also close to finalising our new online membership system, which is being developed
by Participant, and will bring our administrative operations in line with those of the very best run
sports.
Looking forward, I am delighted to confirm that following an extensive recruitment process that
resulted in numerous high-quality applications, we have appointed five new board members:
Morwenna Angove, Simon Levene, Crispin Vitoria, Natalie Dunman and James Nickson. Our new nonexecutive directors bring an impressive variety of expertise and experience from the sports, marketing
and corporate worlds, which will further strengthen the composition of an already robust Board. They
share my passion for making a difference at all levels of our sport, ensuring that we continue to expand
our reach to all parts of society and confirming our commitment to continue to operate at the very
highest level. I am very much looking forward to working with them all.
Thanks to you all for your ongoing support of Snowsport England and our objectives.
Jamie Horner

Chief Executive Report – Tim Fawke
2017 / 18 has seen a number of changes and challenges within the organisation which I believe we
have successfully implemented and overcome. The organisation is in a positive position to develop
and deliver on the SSE 2017–21 strategy.
Looking at the 4 key strategic areas I have given detail on what we have done and where relevant
progress against the targets.

1. Opportunities to Participate
It is key that we continue to develop opportunities for people to participate in this country
and make sure opportunities are available and promoted. We have a number of campaigns
that target this and we are working hard with regions and clubs to link into these national
campaigns to encourage more people signing up to clubs. We are continuing to grow our
database; however, we are reviewing all data we hold to be compliant with GDPR.

30 days of Snowsport
This campaign is held in the autumn and is aimed at helping to generate interest in skiing
and snowboarding at the beginning of the season by promoting events that happen at clubs
and facilities across the country. More than 6000 people attended the event in 2017.

Pyeonchang to Piste (P2P)
This is our opportunity every 4 years to promote Snowsports on the back of the Winter
Olympic and Paralympic games. Through the events we promoted in partnership with clubs
and facilities we had over 17, 300 people participate.
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National Schools Snowsport Week (NSSW)
In 2017 we ran our second NSSW and more than doubled the number of school children
involved. We aim to keep developing this event as it is key to get more young children trying
the sport and then getting a good number to take it further and join a club.
For all our campaigns we have tried to simplify and make it easier for clubs and facilities to be
involved and for them to benefit from the campaigns.

2. Membership Offering
It is key that we look to develop our offering to members to make sure we retain them in the
sport and encourage new ones to join. This covers multiple areas from our coaching scheme
through to the events that we hold and what you get in return for your membership or club
affiliation. We will report back properly on the targets at the end of this membership year.
There has been a delay in this due to the change in IT system we have implemented. Some of
the areas we continue to develop are:

Membership benefits
We have developed further additional benefits as part of your membership and discounts to
certain retailers as well as ski and snowboard brands. We will look to continue this and will be
seeking feedback on the sort of discounts that are of real benefit to members.

Events
We are keen to keep developing the events we run to raise the quality which we hope will
encourage more people to participate. A great example is how the English Alpine
championships has continued to develop and grow each year with 2018 being the largest
event ever.

Coaching scheme
We have continued to develop both our instructor pathway and our performance courses.
The number of courses continues to grow. Our Key note speaker at the Coaching Conference
was Dan Hunt who spoke about his vision for BSS and it is key that we work with BSS to
develop a world leading coaching pathway.

Officials
We launched the online officials course during the year and we have revamped the levels that
exist for officials to help bring clarity to the officials’ pathway and to help encourage more
people to train and become officials.

3. Talent development
This has been an exciting year with the successes at the Olympic and Paralympics and the
launch of British Ski and Snowboard long term vision to be a top 5 Snowsports nation by 2030.
Our work and relationship with British Ski and Snowboard, Snowsport Scotland and Snowsport
Wales has continued to develop over the year and it is in a very strong place as we work to
together to align the pathways.
Park and Pipe has progressed over the year with more athletes reaching higher levels and the
learning from here is now been put into place in Moguls and Ski and Boarder cross. We had a
successful Alpine Squad programme in 2017 with James Knock coming in as head coach and
we have worked through the year to develop the plans for 2018 which are now been rolled
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out. This will mean a real focus on strength and conditioning with increase contact time with
athletes.

4. Commercial offering
From the reduction in the funding received from Sport England for 2017-21 it is clear that we
need to increase our income from other sources. The target of raising an additional £100K by
2021 from commercial means is a challenging but realistic goal. For 2017 we raised £26K of
additional income and for 2018 we have already raised £47K. This means we are on track to
meet these targets.

Governance
The other key area is governance. We have confirmation from Sport England regarding Snowsport
England’s compliance with the UK Governance code for sport. However, there are a number of areas
that we need to implement action plans to help the development of the sport but also so we stay
compliant.
One of these key areas is the diversity action plan. It is important we look at how we can encourage a
more diverse take up of skiing and snowboarding. There are large parts of the population that are
underrepresented in the sport. While this will not be a quick process we do need to look at how we
can encourage change and especially with getting a better gender balance within the sport.

Safeguarding
We continue to make sure safeguarding is embedded throughout the organisation. It is critical that
everyone within the sport takes this seriously as there are lessons to be learnt from other sports. Our
safeguarding policy and documents have all been updated this year and listed on the Snowsport
England website. We have been successful again in being given a green rating from the CPSU (Child
Protection in Sport Unit).

Summary
I believe we are making great progress against our 2017-21 strategy and we have the appropriate
governance, directors and staffing structure in place as an organisation. This puts us in a strong place
as we look ahead to 2018/19.
It is exciting times ahead as we work with British Ski and Snowboard to align the pathways to help
support them in delivering their 2030 vision of being a top 5 snowsport nation. We look to engage in
a greater way with our members and clubs so that we are working together to develop the sport from
the grass roots.
I would like to say a big thank you to all the Directors for their support over the last year. I would
especially like to thank Bryan Thomas who is standing down from the Board as he is at the end of his
two terms. Bryan has done a huge amount of work for Snowsport England in his time as Finance
Director but has also helped across the organisation in many different roles.
A huge thank you as well to the many volunteers that we have, which enables the organisation to
operate and deliver events for members across the country and in the various disciplines.
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Financial Report – Bryan Thomas
We are pleased to confirm that we achieved our primary objective in 2017 of securing increased
income by way of significant sponsorship to offset the reduced Sport England 2017/2021 funding
awarded. Add to this the tight control of our overall costs which meant that together we achieved a
surplus for the year exceeding our budget.
The departmental results are a bit of a mixed bag, but overall, we did well. Coaching and School
Advisory were on the up, Nordic as always steady, Alpine only broke even due to Bormio incurring
higher than expected costs and lastly Central Services more than covered its costs.
If anyone has any specific questions or queries, please address them to the office and I will respond.
This was no mean effort and we move into 2018 with financial confidence and security allowing the
organisation and staff to be more confident of our future. We must not be complacent going forwards
as the Sport England funding continues to reduce in 2019 and 2020. This means more of the same, so
we must keep the sponsors coming in and controlling costs.
The accompanying bar chart/graph clearly illustrates the declining Sport England funding as against all
Other Income. 2016 and 2017 are actuals and the later years are forecasts.

In addition, we need each department to make a return on their year’s work aiming for 5% of income,
we will be reviewing for 2019 all fees charged and generally become even more commercially minded.
We do not wish to create just higher surpluses, but have more funds to invest in selected projects,
membership campaigns and talent.
This is my last year as Financial Director, having completed 2 three-year terms on the board and I will
be handing over to a new Non-Executive Director recently recruited, Simon Levene. I have experienced
ups and downs in Snowsport England’s fortunes over this period but overall it has been moving in the
right direction and I leave you with a sound organisation financially.
It has been a great pleasure to have had this responsibility along with great colleagues whom I will
miss greatly. So “thank you” to you all and I will watch from the side-lines!
Bryan Thomas, Financial director
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Board Directors Information
We are pleased to welcome five new Directors to the Board – Natalie Dunman, Crispin Vitoria, Simon
Levene, James Nickson and Morwenna Angove, they will be joining Jamie Horner, Elly Cockcroft,
Chris Stroud, Mike Danbury, Ian Davis and Tim Fawke.

Simon Levene – Finance Director
Simon is a Chartered Accountant who has spent most of his career as a consultant
to large global professional and financial services firms. Simon has helped support
the Suffolk Vikings Ski Team based in Ipswich for many years and still tries to keep
up with his Alpine ski racing children on his snowboard.

Natalie Dunman – Director
Natalie is a leading practitioner in talent development working within the highperformance sports industry for the past fifteen years with a range of sporting
agencies and NGBs including UK Sport, the English Institute of Sport, the British
Olympic Association, GB Canoeing, British Rowing, British Cycling, GB Boxing and
British Swimming. Natalie’s current role is Head of Performance Pathways at UK
Sport.

Crispin Vitoria – Director
Crispin runs a sports consultancy advising on all the commercial aspects of sport,
including sponsorship. Previously Crispin spent 2 years setting up the grassroots
of Superbike racing in the UK, he worked for a sports and entertainment agency
in London and was the Head of Sponsorship for Macmillan Cancer Support.

Morwenna Angove – Director
Morwenna has over 30 years sales, marketing and operational experience
spanning the drinks industry, travel and leisure. Appointed as Chief
Executive of Chill Factor e in Manchester, in 2010, Morwenna is passionate
about making Snowsports accessible to as many people as possible.

James Nickson – Director
James is a specialist in growing customer bases through insight-led business
change and performance. With experience across five different commercial
sector industries over 17 years. James is currently working at the ECB, the
national governing body for cricket, leading on Marketing, Digital, Business
Systems and Customer Support for grassroots cricket.
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Regional Reports
Snowsport England has 8 Regional bodies across the country that work hard to help develop the sport
and work with the clubs to deliver at a local level. Each Region operates in a slightly different way
depending on the clubs, facilities and members within the Region. Snowsport England is working with
all the Regions to align them to help us deliver on our Strategy. We give out grants annually to Regions
to help support this process.

Eastern Regional Snowsports Association (ERSA)
Membership of ERSA clubs continue to blossom, to over 5,900 members (20% increase since
Snowsport England reported figures in 2006), this accounts for over 30% of the total Snowsport
England affiliated club membership. Proving skiing and snowboarding are key sports in the region.
•
•
•
•
•
•

10% increase in ERSA affiliated club numbers in 2017
Increase in numbers of training camps from Clubs in the Region and affiliated training
academies
Strong ski race season with 15 races attracting 2,150 participants (average of 140 per race),
with races ranging from grassroots level, through school racing up to elite-level racing.
880 of these racers took part in the Team Evolution ERSA Summer League, with the majority
only paying £10 race entry.
Many ERSA athletes selected to Home Nation Governing Body squad’s and national pathways
in alpine, freestyle and ski-cross.
Development of Ski Race MK satellite club Outspan Rebels Visually Impaired team, providing
local and visiting VI athletes with access to specialised coaching as well as training and race
facilities.

The Regional Plan 2018 is definitely more
of the successful same again, with local
low-cost racing at 15 dry slope and indoor
snow races. We will also work with Clubs
to increase coach numbers and look at
how other snowsports in the region can
be assisted, and to re-invest ERSA funds
back into the Region.
Thanks to all the ERSA Facilities, ERSA
Affiliated Clubs, ERSA Committee
Members and most importantly our
amazing Volunteers. Without Volunteers
the Region would not be the success it is
but we always need new ideas and
assistance, so please come and help us.
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Yorkshire Ski Federation (YSF)
The main activity for the YSF in 2017 was the very
successful Yorkshire Ski Championships 1st July
2017. This was an open entry event that saw
over 100 competitors of all ages race in slalom
and giant slalom. Snowsport England and
Snozone Castleford supported this event and it
had entries from a wide variety of age groups
and clubs.
•
•
•

Event streamed live on Facebook
Positive feedback particularly from
families of younger racers
Over 20 entries for each Yorkshire Dales
Cross-Country Ski Club (YDCCSC) roller ski events during 30 Days of Snowsport, supported by
Snowsport England funding from 2016.

Goals for 2018
•
•
•
•

YSF will run Yorkshire Championships again – open, entry level event for all racers.
YDCCSC to host a half-day race event, thanks to Snowsport England funding, catering for
beginner and experienced racers.
Expanding the committee to increase with growing number of active members.
To continue to be a voice for Yorkshire region and positive link to Snowsport England

London and South East Regional Snowsports Association (LSERSA)
LSERSA regional training and
racing has suffered over the
last couple of years due to
losing Bromley Ski Centre
which had been a key venue in
the region for many years.
However, we were determined
to make the 2017 summer race
series a success, building on
the achievements of the
previous year where we had
increased our race entries. We
had already made some
investment the previous year to ensure the race days were exciting and engaging events, i.e. the
purchase of a new public-address system and amplifier. However, we still had a number of
improvements to make and invested a substantial amount this year in updated homologated timing
equipment, race bibs, display equipment and various other items to make our race days slicker and
more enjoyable.
•

Resurfacing of Chatham Ski and Snowboard Centre back to diamond matting, providing
LSERSA with a new base of operations
• 100 average participants per race across the region, with Mini’s and U14’s being the strongest
representation.
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•
•
•
•

11 race clubs took part in summer race series
3 successful schools race supported – London Schools, Kent Schools and Surrey Schools race
Return of Chatham has allowed for return of national races in the form of a Club National and
a GBR race.
Able to work with Chatham slope to engage local schools for National Schools Snowsport
Week

South West Snowsport Association (SWSA)
At the heart of the South West Snowsport Association we have dedicated parents, coaches, families
and skiers who give up their time and knowledge to make skiing and snowboarding a success in this
large, diverse and sparsely populated region.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Able to enter a Regional Team at the Inter-Regional event at Gloucester in June, allowing
younger racers a chance to enjoy the atmosphere and experience an exciting day.
Hosted Gloucester CN last year despite hot weather and challenging conditions, but
unfortunately had to cancel the Avon and West Counties CN due to lack of entries. Please
support this year’s Club national!
Over 100 entries in the South West School’s Championships despite the tropical heat.
Individual Clubs hold annual Championships to allow more racing opportunities for grassroots
level.
Wester Counties Ski Club supports a local care home catering for autistic people by running a
charity race each year.
Successful camp ran at Landgraaf during the summer for Regional Clubs

North West Ski Federation (NWSF)
In the North West Region, we have continued to
focus upon participation in line with one of
Snowsports England’s key aims. As a Region we
continue to hold a successful annual schools race
followed up by fun competition to provide a full
days racing to cover both entry and more
experienced racers.
•

•
•
•
•

Increased numbers year on year –
regularly involving 150 participants, with
a number of athletes having gone onto
National Finals and IFS events
David Corr is a member of Pendle Ski Club
and Rossendale Special Ski Club and like Dave Ryding became an Olympian, winning medals
in GS and gold in the Slalom at the Special Olympics.
Pendle Winter Race League Series and Rossendale Summer Race league series continue to
introduce recreational skiers into race environment and help them become more active in the
club
Worked with NESA to run 2 joint fun events to encourage grassroots participation. Provide
opportunities to engage with newer parents and encourage them to become Volunteers.
Looking to offer a Level 1 Officials Course this year.
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Central England Ski Association (CESA)
CESA has been sleeping over the last year or two with minimal attention and activities. A new
committee was formed during the year and we are optimistic of revitalising the Region with a regional
schools event, a schools and universities membership initiative, club support for coaching and officials
training and supporting Snowsport England’s campaigns.
•
•

Difficulty in getting Clubs within the Region to buy into the Committee
Contacted all Clubs and received positive responses from Stoke, Telford and Midlands but the
door is open at any time for other Clubs to join in.

Snowsport South (SRSA)
Snowsport South is responsible for promoting all disciplines of skiing and snowboarding in the
Southern Region of England including Surrey, Hampshire, Sussex and Dorset. The primary focus of the
region is alpine racing and the main activity every year is the summer race series which consists of 6
races held on 5 slopes across the region and organised in conjunction with the home race club.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Region and athletes grateful for support by Solomon, Snowtrax, Ski Bartletts and Ski Bitz
Hosted a well-attended officials training session at Southampton and the first Ski Cross event
at Snowtrax.
Aldershot Ski Race Club awarded Hampshire and Isle of Wight team award for its performance
in 2016.
Successful race season with best-attended Club National in several years.
Region’s A Team won the Inter Regional Championship
Plans to hold a freestyle event in the summer
2 Zero-Point Dryslope racers (Nicole Shering and Craig Speed) both based in the region and
are Dryslope Ambassadors
4 other Dryslope Ambassadors in the region: Jenny Davies, Lauren Vale, Charlie Tubbs and
Toby Case

North East Ski Association (NESA)
The NESA committee has once again taken on the challenge of engaging fully with, and adopting, the
“SSE Annual Regional Plan” process, and with the support of the SSE development team, have been
able to, very successfully, move forward. The region’s clubs continue to grow their membership
numbers and participation and have enjoyed success at all levels of competition across the full range
of disciplines.
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•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Ravens and Tigers members enjoyed success at English and British Alpine
Championships
Elite racers in region continued to participate in additional Ravens training sessions
focusing on specific race skills.
Joint training sessions at Castleford and Pendle have helped cement the NESA and
NWSF cooperation.
Successful and well-attended Club national competitions for both Ravens and Tigers
Silksworth Ski Centre continues to move forward, running freestyle ski and
snowboard sessions, 280 participants of Polar Bears beginner clubs, instructor and
coach training events for 14 to 16-year olds and involving over 110 schools and
youth groups.
Tyneside Loipers continues to organise Nordic events and competitions successfully
Two elite athletes receive support from NESA to compete at FIS level, demonstrating
the depth of skill of the region’s coaches
Primary objective to deliver on all sections of the SSE grant and continue to push the
co-operative and enthusiastic manner in which clubs and members have worked
together.

Committee Reports
We have 6 committees (Alpine, Freestyle, Nordic, Coaching, Schools Technical and Youth
Development) that help coordinate the different areas of work that Snowsport England delivers. These
are run by Volunteers and interact with the 9 members of paid Snowsport England staff to help make
sure we have the right structure in place for the sport to develop and also to run the national events
and campaigns.

Alpine Committee
It has been a good year for the Alpine Committee with much achieved. We have rationalised three
committees into one, revised our committees roles and responsibilities, reviewed and amended the
race calendar for 2018 and updated and formalised our procedures for race officials and course
setters.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Congratulations to all members for their work and contributions
Race Squad and Ambassadors now report to the Board through the Alpine Committee
Race Calendar has reacted to opinions of members and is being further refined for 2019
Fully reviewed procedures for race officials and course setters, with updated lists of all those
qualified
Bormio 2017 was very successful thanks to a worthy band of Volunteers.
10% targeted increase of race entrants for the coming season
Regular courses set up for new and existing race officials, coaches, instructors and course
setters.

Freestyle Committee
It’s been another busy year for the freestyle and snowboard committee across all disciplines. There is
continued growth in freestyle skiing and snowboarding, highlighted with the success of these
disciplines at the 2018 Winter Olympics.
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•
•
•
•

English Freestyle Championships moved to Castleford Snozone for 2017 and delivered strong
numbers across all 3 events.
Successful 2-week camp ran in Laax, Switzerland with 1 week prior to The Brits and 1 week of
competition support. Increased numbers for this year
Updated relevant sections of the Snowsport England website, resulting in greater levels of
content and important information
Successful Moguls Spring Camp delivered in Scotland with over 30 participants and excellent
feedback – part of new strategy to raise awareness and interest in the discipline.

The Committee will continue to work on developing opportunities in Freestyle and Snowboard and
ensuring the growth continues and new participants can get involved in this exciting sport.

Nordic Committee
We experienced continued expansion of roller skiing especially in the Thames Valley region showing
potential to grow more. The late season event for Cross Country skiers in Nordseter, Norway was
very successful, and attended by a wide range of abilities from beginner to expert. It also covered
on-snow instructor training. During the event a number of coaches were signed off by the tutor
team.
•

•
•
•

•
•
•

3 weekend roller ski events, 1 very
successful on-snow cross country skiing
event, and a course for children
Reciprocal refreshers agreed with BASI
Telemark instructor course brought in 5
new people
Enhancement of XC Ski Coaching Awards
brought about Instructor Fast Track
process along with Roller Ski Leader
Award and Roller Ski Youth Instructor Award
Great representation at all Go Ski Go Board Campaigns
Enhanced interest in Nordic Clubs following coverage and best-ever success in Nordic
Disciplines at Winter Olympics
Jaz Taylor experienced huge success on the World Cup Telemark circuit, becoming the most
successful female British Winter Sports Athlete ever in terms of podium places.

Coaching and Technical Panel (CTP)
The Coaching and Technical
Panel acts as the expert group
advising the CEO and Board on
matters relating to coaching,
instructing and leading as part
of this role.
•

•

Conducted thorough
review of role and
identified areas for
strengthening
Supporting Coaching
and
Workforce
Development Officer
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•
•
•

to increase access to courses and allow more people to benefit from local coach and instructor
education
Great feedback from attendees on the Level 3 and 4 Development Coaching Courses
Dan Hunt, Performance Director of British Ski and Snowboard, presenting at the Coaching
Conference was a real highlight with his thoughtful and scientific approach to analysing
performance results.
This year, aim to support club and slope cluster meetings with Senior Tutors on hand to discuss
Coaching Awards Scheme and local needs. Enable greater CPD through the Coaching Mailer

Youth Development Committee
It’s been a successful year for the YDC,
with the promotion of the third
National Schools Snowsport Week
(NSSW) expected to involve more
schoolchildren
in
skiing
and
snowboarding than ever before.
•

•

•
•
•

IN 2017, doubled the number of
participants from the inaugural
NSSW, and aiming to further
increase on these numbers this
year
Landing page on the Snowsport
England website has remained
the hub for all information on
schools
skiing
and
snowboarding.
Almost completed a joint membership schemed for Schools with English Schools Ski
Association (ESSKIA)
Developed a working relationship with National Schools Snowsport Association (NSSA)
Worked with Youth Sport Trust to offer Leadership Pathways for 14-18-year old’s in
instructing, leadership and assisting in skiing and snowboarding competitions.

Schools Technical Advisory Committee (STAC) & ASCL Sub-Committee
This ‘committee year’ has been another of change, production and one in which for the first time in
many years has moved its financial situation out of the ‘red’.
In terms of change, Gerry Wigglesworth, the committee chair has resigned and we will be looking at
the recruitment of a new chair. In addition, John Shedden has also stepped down from the committee
and will be sorely missed. John’s vast experience and insights will be hard to replace and we wish him
well in his suggested retirement although we doubt ‘pipe and slippers’ will ever happen.
Other key areas that the committee are addressing are:
•
•

Recruiting new committee members. This was advertised and a large response was received.
The successful candidates will be invited to the next STAC meeting.
A presentation was delivered at the Outdoor Education Advisers Panel (OEAP) Conference on
the SCO and ASCL which was well received. We are aim to strengthen the links with the OEAP.
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Further liaison ongoing with examination boards to get further clarity and parity between
them.
Working with the Schools Travel Forum and hoped closer links can be developed.
Working with Halsbury travel on a new ski way code film they have put together. Will support
in getting this distributed in various formats.
Started the process of updating paperwork for both SCO and ASCL courses.
Refresher and coordination day for SCO tutors took place.
Appointment of a new ASCL tutor. This was the first female that has been appointed and we
will continue to encourage more female tutors in the future.

Schools Reports
ESSKIA
Another busy year for the ESSKIA racers and organisation effectively began in May 2017 with the
indoor championships at the Chill Factore with over 100 racers from some of the top schools. The
boys team event was won by Reed’s School whilst Surbiton High School prevailed in the girl’s race.
•
•

•
•
•

750 racers took part in the Regional Championships, in races at Brentwood, Gloucester,
Pendle, Welwyn and Southampton.
Top 68 teams from the regional races competed in the Age Group Fnals at Norwhich, with St.
Leonard’s, Danes Hill, Surbiton High School, Norwich, New Hall, Reed’s, Surbiton and Reed’s
schools taking the wins. Surbiton and Reed’s schools also took the honours in the Open
Championships in a field of 34 teams.
Surbiton High School girls were also crowned winners at the British Schools finals in
Pontypool
Over 100 children trained at camps in Norway, Italy and Landgraaf.
ESSKIA teams represented England at the World Schools Championships in Grenoble,
finishing with the best set of results since the teams first took part in 1985 (the Category 1
Boys, Category 2 Girls and Category 2 Boys teams all finished 5th, whilst the Category 1 Girls
team came 6th )

National School Snowsports Association
The NSSA has had a busy year with a
number of events being run and
supporting a number of other events,
both UK and alpine.
•
•
•
•

400 racers last year at the ISA
National Indoor Champs
60 racers at the inaugural national
Schools Indoor Open Champs
Over 70 schools and 400 racers at
the BISS National Indoor Champs.
British Schoolgirls Races and
British Schoolboys Races both
attracted over 30 trainees, with
100 trainees signing up for the Interschools Challenge.
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The above, coupled with the numerous schools for whom we run programmes from ad hoc training
to regular sessions, Landgraaf weekends and alpine camps means that we have worked with around
1500 schools’ trainees over the last year.

Events and Campaigns – Luke Williams, Participation and Campaigns
Lead
It’s been a positive year for the 2017/2018 campaigns- particularly ahead of the PyeongChang
Olympic and Paralympic Winter Games in 2018. Snowsport England have run 3 campaigns this yearall sitting under the umbrella of our Go Ski Go Board initiative, and all have proven to be extremely
effective in helping us engage and work with the wider skiing and snowboarding industry,
particularly the PyeongChang to Piste campaign.

The Go Ski Go Board (GSGB) initiative continues to provide anybody the information they need to
get into skiing and snowboarding - the activity finder is being regularly populated and we have seen
an increase in the variety of organisations signing up to promote their opportunities; for the Olympic
and Paralympic Games, we teamed up with BBC Sport Get Inspired to promote the sessions directly
from the GSGB website onto the Get Inspired activity finder and we are looking to continue to
advertise those sessions on their page.
In April 2017, we ran our second ever National Schools Snowsport Week (NSSW)- starting with an
exciting launch day at the Snow Centre in Hemel, the campaign worked with a number of facilities
and clubs around the country to provide accessible sessions for groups of young people- from
schools to other youth organisations.
Feedback from the campaign included 96% of the schools who got involved said they could see their
organisation becoming further involved with skiing and snowboarding, and 76% were happy to be
contacted further regarding potential school’s membership with Snowsport England.
In October we ran our 30 Days of Snowsport campaign; this took part throughout almost the entire
month of October to get anybody and everyone into skiing and snowboarding ahead of the season.
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Again, we worked closely with various clubs and facilities to provide different opportunities for
participation and ultimately to regulate that involvement.
Finally, we had an extra campaign in 2018 that ran before, during and following the Olympic and
Paralympic Winter Games in PyeongChang. The PyeongChang to Piste (P2P) campaign looked to use
the buzz and excitement from the Games to provide anybody the opportunity to get into skiing and
snowboarding or try something new. As well as the physical opportunities to get involved, the
campaign also saw the development of a downloadable, online, schools resource. This resource was
effectively a teacher’s pack to bring the Winter Olympic Games into the classroom with curriculumbased activities and a national design your own ski/ snowboard competition.
The opportunities were aimed at everyone; those that had never taken part in skiing and
snowboarding before, to those that are looking to get involved a little more and regulate their
participation more to those who are competent at skiing / snowboarding and are looking to make
things a little more competitive / even try a specific discipline.

Campaign Statistics
NSSW 2017
•
•

2353 total participants (a big increase from 1066 in Year 1)
77 participating schools / youth organisations

30 Days of Snowsport 2017
•
•
•

6000 total participants (increase from 2800 in 2016)
Number of different facilities/ clubs hosting sessions was 20
98 individual events offered by the hosts

PyeongChang to Piste 2018
•
•
•
•
•

19 participating facilities/ clubs hosting sessions
1059 individual sessions provided as part of the campaign
Total number of participants was 17,337
Total number of downloads of the schools resource was 453
Estimated reach/ impact of the resource was 27,180; Estimated reach/ impact based on the
idea that each download represents a teacher and that was shared with just two classes
(average class size of 30). This number could be significantly more if downloads were shared
throughout the school.

Talent Report – Ian Findlay, Talent Lead
It’s been another exciting year with the highlight being the 2018 Winter Olympics. The medals
achieved by Izzy Atkin and Billy Morgan were the big moments, but British athletes achieving record
performances in a number of disciplines shows the sport is moving in the right direction. Over the past
12 months we have seen growth in the Park and Pipe Academy with more athletes than before
meeting the selection standards. We continue to profile against world’s best and in a sport where the
standard at the top is continuously progressing, this means we can never stand still at pathway level.
Working with the Freestyle and Snowboard committee, the Freestyle Championships took place at
Snozone, Castleford in 2017. Moguls, Cross and Slopestyle events were all delivered and we will return
to Castleford for 2018.
A key task on the pathway is to work to make more entry routes to each discipline available. A new
approach is underway in moguls and with a new plan coming for ski and snowboard cross, there are
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exciting times ahead as these disciplines continue to grow. With the learning from Park and Pipe, there
is a model which can be replicated to support the growth in moguls and cross.
The English Alpine championships brought huge numbers of athletes, parents and coaches to Bormio
for the 11th year. The event continues to go from strength to strength and is regarded by many as the
most enjoyable event of the season. The Championships would not be possible without the support
of a fantastic team of Volunteers who deliver such a high-quality experience for the athletes.
For 2018 the Alpine Squad is offering a new programme giving more contact time with England Alpine
Squad athletes. This is an exciting change and one we are looking to build on for future years.
Our relationship with our Home Nations partners and British Ski and Snowboard is in a strong place.
At pathway level we are working closer than ever before to ensure there is joined-up thinking in each
discipline and that we are working towards the same vision. Championship Ski and Snowboard, now
entering its 3rd year is a great example of this. For 2018 we are launching the Futures Project, another
example of partnership between the Home Nations and British Ski and Snowboard.

Communications Report – Gareth Vogan, Communications Lead
This year’s communications strategy has focused heavily on the Winter Olympics and Paralympics and
using the energy from the PyeongChang Games to increase Snowsport England’s audience base, to
widen our reach and to drive engagement with our followers.
On Facebook, we expanded our following by roughly 25%, with 177,895 engagements across the year
and 113,900 minutes of video footage watched. Our Twitter activity yielded similar results, with a 34%
increase in our following, more than 90,000 impressions per month on average, including over 224,000
impressions on a single day alone during the Winter Olympics.
One of the big developments this year was the re-designing of the Slopeside Weekly Mailer, which is
now themed each week to better engage our membership, partners and wider audience, whilst
promoting key stories and events from our affiliated clubs and regions.
A secondary development has been the restructuring of the Snowsport England website, to allow for
easier sign-posting towards our key functions and simplifying the content to provide clearer and more
concise information to all users.
The communication for Snowsport England’s flagship event, the English Alpine Champs, was still able
to generate a substantial increase in engagement compared to previous years, even though it clashed
with the Winter Olympics. This is thanks to a well-thought-out strategy from Sapphire
Communications that incorporated a more personalised approach, increasing the profile and reach
from the event, and highlighting athlete success stories. It was crucial to have the support of
Sportsbeat as well to spread athlete’s stories out to the wider and local press through traditional
communication channels.
Video content and athlete successes have once again proved to be the most engaging and widereaching content this year and capturing these elements will be one of the focus points of next year’s
communications strategy.
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Membership Data and courses analysis (Claire and Tim)
Membership Statistics
Breakdown of membership
1600
1400
1200
1000
800
600
400
200
0

2015-16

2016-17

NB: Total number in breakdown adds up to more than total membership due to members being in more than
one category

Summary of Club membership by Region
6000
4000
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0

2015-16

Summary of Gender Diversity in Snowsport England
Male

Female

Total

Number

%

Number

%

SSE Board

7

70

3

30

10

SSE Committees

44

75

15

25

59

Regional Committees

41

77

12

23

53

Direct SSE Members

1758

67

875

33

2633

UKCP & UKSS Course Attendees

299

59

208

41

507

Total Membership

64%

34%

Notes – for 2018 there will be a full breakdown of gender by category.
Total membership – club element is based on a sample group of clubs
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Course Statistics
Course Breakdown by Discipline
UKSS Ski
UKSS Snowboard
UKCP Alpine
UKCP Freeski
UKCP Snowboard
Moguls
Roller Ski
Telemark
Total

53
5
5
2
2
1
3
1
72

Telemark
Mogul
UKCP Snowboard Level 1
UKCP Freeski Level 1
UKCP Alpine Level 2
UKCP Alpine Level 1
UKSS Level 1 Snowboard Assessment
UKSS Level 1 Snowboard Training
UKSS Level 3 & 4 Refresher
UKSS Level 4
UKSS Level 3 Ski
UKSS Level 1&2 Refresher
UKSS Level 2 Assessment
UKSS Level 2 Training
UKSS Level 1 Ski Assessment
UKSS Level 1 Ski Training

0 20
Males

Breakdown by discipline of new instructors joining the pathway
UKSS Ski
UKSS Snowboard
UKCP Alpine
UKCP Freeski
UKCP Snowboard
Moguls
Telemark
Total

197
14
35
12
17
4
5
284

Breakdown by Region of Instructor & Coaching courses ran this year
NWSA
NESA
YSF
CESA
ERSA
SWSA
SS
LSERSA
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Over the year, Snowsport England work
with a number of sponsors and partners.
These vary in engagement but combined
together they have a significant impact
on the organisation in terms of running
events, activities and campaigns. We
would like to take this opportunity to
thank all individuals, organisations and
businesses that have worked with us over
the past year and contributed to our
success.

All athletes, parents, and coaches
appreciate all contributions. A huge
thank you in particular to Switzerland
Tourism, Interski, Rossignol, British Ski
Academy, Ellis Brigham, Burnt Custard,
Ski Bartlett, Dogtag Insurance, Fine
Designs, Sport England and Sports Aid.
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